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No GC CS Suggested Activities Assessment Tools

I Listening

1.1

I.2
1.3

1.4

Listen & follow instructions either orally or physically

Listen to predict what people are going to talk about.

ldentify the main speakers, the aim of the dialogue,

and opinions of speakers after listening

Listen to a short text or a dialogue & give supportive

verb al/nonverbal listenin g cues.

Listen and take turns while having a discussion

r Participation
r Worksheets
I SB/WB exe rcises
r Qu izzes

etc...

II Speaking

2,1

2,2

2,3

2.4

Engage in group discussions using grade appropriate

speech acts (opinion, advice, wBrning, etc.)

Ask & answer questions on a variety of topics.

Conduct an everyday telephone conversation

Express interests, likes and d islikes when talking about

countries in pairs

Present information about a scientific experiment

orally, { optional )

Discuss interesting places in other countries.

r Participation
r Oral presentation
r Projects

etc
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lll. Reading

3.L

3.2

3.3

3.4

| - nead braille fi ction/nonii.tion texts in order to ,**-t
I

i questions.

| 
- Strte if sentences are true o r false according to text.

I 
- Determine the main idea of a text, recount the key details

I and explain how they support the main idea.

| 
- Atk and answer questions to demonstrate understanding

i of a text.

[ 
- suggest a suitable title or ending to a story.

| 
- n*ad to form simple judgments regarding events or

characters.
- ldentify words and phrases in texts that suggest feelings

or appeal to the senses.

: Ie ad shgrt d iffer.-eLrt texts-in-E ngl ish :,ri a n ews p a p e rs

lwebsites /social networks ladvertisements to complete
a project.( optional )

r Pa rticipation
r Worksheets
r SB/WB exercises
r Quizzes

etc...
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vl, Writing

4.L

4.2

4.3

4.4

| - neordering words to make sentences

| 
- neordering sentences to make a paragrap h/ carrecting 

I

I simple gramrnatical mistakes 
I

i 
- *tite an e-mail to a friend introducing self and interest 

I

l- Wtite a well-connected text with the help guide words 
I

| 
- R*-write the sentence using the proper punctuation marks 

I

- Participate in writing projects on a given topic using the 
I

writing process.( optional ) 
|

- use linking words and phrases to connect ideas, 
i

- Write an advert about interesting places you can visit in 
IKuwait. 
I

- write a report with the help of guide phrases 
I

- Produce complete and meaningful sentences / texts. 
I

Wo rksheets
VVB exercises
P rojects
Homework

Quizzes
etc ....

r Each curriculum standard to be assessed at least once in the learning unit.
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